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67 QUALIFIED LEADS
$14.70 PER LEAD
Client: Corey Mindel
Niche: Mortgage Broker
Service: Facebook Ads + Funnel
Result: 67 Qualified Leads, $14.70 Cost Per Lead (CPL)
Date: January 2019
Timeline: 1 Month Campaign (After 3 Months)

Context
Corey Mindel is a mortgage broker and also is involved as a realtor, which
is common in this industry.
He was struggling to get a predictable lead generation system for qualified
buyer leads. Depending on referrals for most of his business, he was tired
of the feast and famine.
He came to us at Hawk Reach to create a Facebook Lead Gen Funnel for
qualified buyer leads. Our aim was to focus on getting him exclusive leads
on autopilot so he can sit back and close deals.

Strategy
Corey didn’t have a funnel setup so we started from scratch with a simple
funnel of Ad -> Landing Page -> Pre-Approval Quiz -> Thank You Page.
Corey really wanted qualified leads with at least a 600-credit score, good
income and strong employment history. At Hawk Reach, we felt a preapproval quiz with conditional logic was the right solution. This would
‘weed’ out the bad leads and push the qualified leads to the thank you page.

Pre-Approval Quiz

Corey wanted qualified leads for his mortgage broker business. So, we set
him up with a pre-approval quiz that would ‘weed’ out the duds and push
the qualified leads to the thank you page. Above is a screenshot of Corey’s
criteria. We customize the quiz based on the client’s needs.

Ads

Here is one sample of an ad we ran. We decided on an ad that featured a list
of homes in the customer's area that were at reasonable price point. At
Hawk Reach, providing a lead magnet is essential to hook a lead so they can
enter our funnel.

Leads List

Above shows a sample of the leads we generated for Corey. We zap all the
leads with their name, email and phone number to a spreadsheet so Corey
could easily follow up.

Campaign Results

It took us 3 months of working with this client to get to this point. Since the
client did not have anything setup to begin with, and we had to make him a
funnel and gather Facebook data.

In just the past 30 days, we generated over 67 qualified leads at an average
of $14.70 per lead. Think about that return on investment! You can see this
in the above image by looking at the ‘GoodLead’ results.
These are actual qualified leads too, unlike other agencies or freelancers
that might get a cheap cost per lead with a bunch of dud leads. We actually
filtered these using our audiences, testing, and also the quiz we use,
alongside getting feedback from the client. This is very important to us.
The average cost per lead for mortgage brokers is around $50. By split
testing different ad sets, we were able to reduce his cost per lead to $35
below the industry average. We helped Corey save time and money with
our lead generation system.
• 67 qualified leads
• $14.70 cost per lead (CPL)
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